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Virtual Simulation Participant Guide 
 

Overview 
The virtual simulation session is designed to be a training opportunity to build on virtual education 

sessions delivered through Connected Care (e.g. virtual tracheostomy workshop, virtual invasive 

ventilation workshop).  The virtual simulations will allow participants to apply content learned from 

previous sessions and build problem-solving skills in caring for children requiring complex medical 

technology in the home. 

 

Role of the Participant 
Participants will observe virtual simulations, reflect on assessments, actions and interventions in the 

simulations and engage in discussions to highlight key learnings. 

 

General Virtual Etiquette 
• Ensure you have access to a computer that has audio and video capabilities. 

• Sign in online at least 5 minutes before the session starts. 

• Have a pen and paper for taking notes. 

• Mute your microphone when you are not speaking. 

• If you have internet issues you may need to leave and then sign back in. 

• Please be patient if there is an internet delay for the simulation. 

• Participate in the debrief after each virtual simulation 

• Avoid multitasking when participating in virtual education 

 

Virtual Simulation Guiding Principles 
The simulation scenarios that you will be observing and engaging in discussions will demonstrate 

potential encounters that may occur in a child’s home. This simulation activity is a learning experience 

and is designed to provide opportunities to apply previous learnings and experiences into action.  

Participants will be divided into two breakout groups using Zoom breakout rooms. In a safe learning 

environment, participants will have the opportunity to discuss what was observed, what actions to be 

taken next and reflect on key learnings from each scenario.  

 

Preparing for the Virtual Simulation 
Prior to attending, review the following slides, safety checklist and sample orders.  These tools will 

support your participation in discussions during the simulation scenarios. Your facilitator(s) will refer to 

these throughout the workshop. 
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How to Join a Zoom Meeting 
Step 1: Click on the Zoom link that was sent to your email (check your personal, work and junk folders). 

Follow the prompts to download and run Zoom. 

Step 2: Just before entering the meeting you will be prompted to enter a display name. This name is 

simply to identify you in the meeting and is not connected to your username.  

Step 3: You will then be prompted to join audio. Select Join Audio by Computer (TIP: by selecting the 

‘Automatically join audio by computer…” option you won’t be prompted in the future) 

 

Step 4: Turn on your video if possible.  If you are having issues with the quality of your video, you can 

turn it off, but turn it on to participate in discussions or to ask a question. 

Step 5: Mute your microphone to avoid distracting noises and feedback sounds for the facilitator and 

other participants.  Unmute to speak. 

 


